IT HUB Proudly presents

Track Office
A Hidden Monitoring tool
Monitoring is MUST, to ensure your employees are doing the work
they're being paid to do. Whether your work force are all on the same
network or remote workers, employee monitoring is a necessary layer
of precaution to ensure employees are following best practices when it
comes to Company Data and Security. TRACK OFFICE Software is best
software available to meet all such Monitoring Essentials for the
Management.
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FEATURES:
1. STAFF TRACK Software is HIDDEN, wont be
visible in Desktop, Programs and in Control Panel.
Secret THREE KEY combination is used to Open the
Software.
2. Software SEND Daily Activity of Staff on your
MOBILE/EMAIL , Automatically.
# Web Sites visited # Software accessed
# Files/Folders opened # Keyboard and Mouse
Used Register
3. Software records, monitors and Captures details
of all chats and messaging they do.

4. Its One-time Paid Software, there is no YEARLY
RENEWAL CHARGES.

5. Software also Allow or Block Websites to stop
employees from using unethical Internet activity.
It's easy now to stop employees from visiting social
websites, gaming sites, music sites, movies, chatting
in office hours.
6. Prevent employees from Watching porn sites in
office

7. Get password of employees : Let us clarify first
that you are not doing any crime, if you record
passwords of your employees. It's your basic right
to know what your employees are doing in office
and that too, using office computers. This feature is
very useful when Employees leave the company
without intimation and the owner is not aware of
their email password or application password.
8. SMS alerts when a Blocked word is used by Staff
(Eg: When a Staff do searches for a Word “Porn”, a
SMS is received by EMPLOYER). You can Set as
many number of Blocked words.
9. Drive lock management and data leakage
elimination : Lock USB Drive, partitioned hard disc
drive, CD or DVD drive or floppy drive to
eliminate misuse of your important data. Stop
employees copying / leaking important data of
your company if they're willing to do so.
Uploading, copying, transferring of important data
are very common in organisations which can make
a big loss. Stop all these using “ TRACK OFFICE
SOFTWARE”.
9. Eliminate risk of DATA/EMAIL/COMPUTER
hacking: This is one of the biggest issues of today's
world. “TRACK OFFICE SOFTWARE” eliminates
risk of data hacking, email hacking, computer and
network hacking. This software removes threads
smartly and saves your information from being
hacked or traced

10. Stop your employees doing Cyber Crime in
office : Please get aware of the fact that if any
cyber crime / computer / Internet / email related
crime is done in the office then you may have to
face legal proceedings as

you are the owner of

your office computers and intellectual properties. “
TRACK OFFICE SOFTWARE” reports are so
professional that you can use them as evidences as
and when required. Also note that employees
download pirated softwares,
11. Employee faithfulness Register: A very powerful
report offered by “ TRACK OFFICE SOFTWARE”
to check faithfulness of your employees. Get dayto-day faithfulness registers of your Employees with
graphical outputs.
12. Send Alerts and fake messages to employees:
You can use this feature optionally. Send alerts and
fake messages instantly if your employees are doing
unethical or illegal activities. They will get messages
on their desktop mentioning someone is watching
them and unwanted activities will be stopped on
immediate basis. You can disable this option if you
do not want to use it.

PRICE : Rs. 10,000

(Inclusive of Installation and Visit Charges)
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